
Z-DAY APPROACHES as Russia prepares massive assault wave against Ukraine
and NATO

Description

All signs point to a Russian offensive moving against Ukraine within the next 20 days. This offensive
will be much larger in size and equipment compared to the February, 2022 offensive, but it will move
more slowly and methodically, avoiding Blitzkrieg tactics and instead relying on by-the-book military
doctrine of a slow, steady, relentless pummeling of the enemy while gaining ground.

This offensive is being called “Z-Day” and will reportedly involve over 700 aircraft, 1,800 Russian tanks
and 500,000 soldiers, all designed to take down the Zelensky regime that has functioned as a proxy for
NATO’s attempts to eliminate Russia from the world map.

Importantly, with the recent revelation that the Nord Stream pipelines were blown up by the USA
working with Norway, Russia is currently updating its retaliation rules to allow a first strike 
“preventative” attack using nuclear weapons to prevent NATO from further threatening Russia’s
existence.

Former US Marine and UN weapons inspector Scott Ritter just called for the arrest and criminal
prosecution of Victoria Nuland and Joe Biden for masterminding the plot to destroy the Nord Stream
pipelines.

This act of terrorism, carried out by the Pentagon, CIA, US Navy and State Dept., was also an act of 
war against Germany, a NATO “ally.” It makes us wonder whether Germany will declare an Article 5
violation and demand that other NATO countries attack the USA for its act of war against Germany.

In any case, Russia is on the verge of launching both a major offensive against Ukraine and also —
potentially — a “preventative” nuclear strike against the USA and NATO targets across Europe.

Stolen elections have catastrophic consequences, and the USA may have only weeks remaining
before we find ourselves in a global nuclear conflict from which no one emerges unscathed.

Learn more in today’s Situation Update podcast:

– 24 states sue Biden over pistol brace rule from ATF
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– Billionaire investor slams San Francisco as “zombie zone” of addicts
– Shampoo chemical causes diabetes to skyrocket in women
– Same chemical ADDED to fragrance used in personal care products
– Countdown to Z-DAY as Russia prepares for imminent offensive against #Ukraine
– 1800 tanks, 700 aircraft, 500,000 soldiers all ready to attack
– #Russia demands Nord Stream pipeline destroyers be held responsible
– Russia may hit western cities and NATO bases with missile strikes
– #Germany to bring back mandatory military draft – will it include WOMEN?
– #Trump announces pro-America energy policy
– GOP Rep. Nancy Mace reveals she was #vaccine injured
– Australian TV journalist declares no more jabs on live TV
– 5 studies reveal EGG YOLKS block SARS-CoV-2 spike proteins
– Controlled media tries to scare consumers away from eating eggs
– Eat BUGS and mealworms, but not eggs or meat!
– British politicians to add unvaccinated people to #terrorism watch list
– Cargo thefts skyrocket across USA and Canada
– China replacing US treasuries with #gold
– Milwaukee tools can be remotely deactivated if stolen
– A better low-tech anti-theft system
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